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Celebrations

“Let your practice be a
celebration of life.”
																					—

Seido Lee deBarros

“If you had no fear, what
would you try?”
																					—

Anonymous

Celebrations
You’re invited to commemorate the
uniqueness and special qualities in the
world of design!
In 2018, we acknowledge continued
pursuits toward individuality, living a
creative and authentic life, and following
dreams.

Celebrations
Celebrate memories, the natural wonders
of the world, the stars and the unknown,
life’s adventures, and childhood joys.
2018 is a showcase of color and design
trends that continues to push boundaries
and allow for the unexpected.

Celebrations
Through life, we collect experiences, gaining
knowledge and desire for more stories to free the
creative spirit. Whether it’s a past celebration to honor
and cherish, a celebration of creating unique spaces,
a favored imaginative and playful celebration reveling
in the unknown, a celebration of global adventure or
a tale of celebrating the simple joys in life – each
experience creates foundations for a future of hope
and wonder. Celebrate!

Celebrations
• Chic, sophisticated and sensual
• Romantic and precious, with a focus
on classics
• An array of gemstone colors
• Filled with spice and floral notes
• Sun-drenched and light-infused range
of warm, luminous tones
• Comfortable and childlike
• Earthly dense, colorful, dark tones
• Inspired by sci-fi fantasy and fairytales

Global views
Trends are inspired by a variety of sources.
In 2018 we seek inspiration from finding happiness
in the little things, rebellion and shock values,
individuality, adventure and volunteer travel-based
vacation destinations, health and wellness, one-ofa-kind experiences, and the increasing infusion of
technology in the human experience.
All provide a wealth of experience for creating a
storied, well-lived life.

Global perspective
• Cultural shifts and lifestyle
trends
• Tech innovations
• Travel trends
• Foodie trends
• Demographics
• Marketing / branding trends
• Health and wellness
• Fashion
• Luxury trends

Cultural shifts and lifestyle trends
“Hygge” – A Danish word, loosely
translated to mean a holistic
approach to deliberately creating
intimacy, connection and warmth with
ourselves and those around us…
finding happiness in the little
things in life… it’s like a compass,
steering us toward small moments
that money cannot buy you, finding
magic in the ordinary. Hygge is
contentment. Hygge is comfort.
Hygge is living in the moment.

Cultural shifts and lifestyle trends
“Happiness” – Global trend to
push toward happiness. Numerous
studies on seeking happiness and
life meaning.
References to popular music with
a positive message – Pharrell
William’s song “Happy” and Justin
Timberlake’s song “Can’t Stop the
Feeling!”

Cultural shifts and lifestyle trends
• Punk 2.0: Kind rebellion, shock values, digital glitch,
hacktivism, volunteerism, benefit corporations
• Trailer trash to trash king: Ridicule the norms,
question the icons, bad taste is fun, human rights
tattoos, cheap/luxury combinations, garbage
fashion, reclaimed fish nets, rough elegance, no
brand loyalty
• 1001 nations: Called Citizens of Asgardia.
Creating their own country based on collaboration,
which bonds the citizens. Nationalities disappear,
megacities are formed, UN mayors instead of world
leaders. Sharing lifestyles, including car share

Cultural shifts and lifestyle trends
• Defined by a strong sense of individuality
and creativity, youth culture is influencing
every area of the market.
• The evolution of connectivity, both
real and virtual, is driving the Kinship
trend – a growing sense of community
and cultural sharing in which we will
increasingly strive to break boundaries;
art and design will seek to become
borderless, propagating ideas to different
parts of the world.

Tech innovations
• Retro futurism: Low-tech is making a comeback
• Alien-nature: Nature-inspired, microscopic human and
artificial intelligence; deep sea creatures as inspiration
• Growth of the experience economy: The concept
of nature will branch out to include virtual reality
wonderlands, driving a significant increase in brand
activations and collaborations
• Movie industry: Continues to be dominated by
Marvel and comic-book characters with the expected
releases of “Aquaman”; “Avengers – Infinity War, Part 1”;
“Avatar 2”; “Ant-Man and the Wasp”; “Black Panther”;
“Deadpool 2”

Travel trends
• Culinary travel tours: Growing in popularity
• Volunteerism
• Adventure travel: A rising trend in “adventure travel,” meaning many
people want to hike, bike, canoe, kayak, zip line, bungee jump, and
heli-trek their way around the cities they are seeing
• Healing vacations: From losing weight, to improving mental health,
these hotels will offer guests workouts, yoga, spa days, acupuncture
and even therapy sessions
• National Parks: The National Park Service turned 100 in 2016, and
the amount of visitors to parks from around the nation is booming and
is predicted to continue to grow well into 2018
• Train travel: Vintage or retro train travel is coming back full force

Foodie trends
• Tacos!
• Regionalized foods
• Low- and no-alcohol drinks
• Instagram-ready food
• Sea vegetables
• Pickles and fermented foods
• Zero waste

Food trends
• Smart tech in the kitchen
• Insects
• Portuguese Food
• Healthy snacks
• Kitchen design trends:
Navy blue cabinets, flat front
cabinets, less conspicuous
appliances, eclectic tile
backsplashes, statement
windows, rental-friendly options
for those who prefer renting
over purchasing a home

Demographics
• Demographics are dead: There is a move
toward a global brain. Urbanization, cheap
experimentation and the changing buyer
is morphing the traditional demographic
landscape
• Post-demographic consumerism:
The Sims video game, artist Osborne
Macharia, Nairobi, Kenya: Afro-futurism
series
• Post-demographic empowerment

Marketing / Branding
• From branding, to one-of-a-kind experiences. 											
Hyper personalization
• A virtual experience economy
• The Good Ol’ Days: Betterment economics. 								
“Customunity” – a shift in trust. Fear, trust, hope
• Ethical educator brands
• Room for trouble-makers to use subversion tactics
• First-responders brands
• Roots – short- and long-term
• Choice fatigue: Uncertainty produces the gray area, the in-between 		
of physical and digital, black and white, right and wrong

Health and wellness
• Intuitive sanctuaries – real or imaginary
• Detox-tech: Learning to enjoy the not
knowing
• Exhale: Urban dwellers seek escape
• Somatosens-escation – a re-education of
perceptive physical senses
• Athleisure is now a lifestyle, not a
trend, and is here to stay. The last
major shift in apparel was around
the 1950s when denim became a
fashion trend

Fashion
• Fashion is either natural or all about
technology – augmented reality, virtual
reality and artificial intelligence
• Color highlights: Rose gold, blurred
pastels, bright persimmon, crisp celadon,
autumn olive, rococo blue, a punch of
pomegranate, moody violet, summer
sorbets, exotic tropics, opulent finishes
• Pattern highlights include pieced vintage;
whimsical, childlike patterns; luxury overlays;
delicate florals; tribal regional patterns; retrofocused; Bauhaus influence; turn-of-the-century

The Future of Luxury
• Luxury market has its challenges right now
– decreased European tourism, instability
in the Middle East, economic downturn in
China; but the global luxury market will reach
around $295 billion by 2020
• Stealth wealth: Idea of not showing off
labels, but bragging about your healthy
lifestyle
• Michelin-star dining at a street food stall
• Kola House. Pepsi-themed luxury bar
and lounge launched in NYC

The Future of Luxury
• Affluence and connectivity change
everything
• Status is now intangible: Status used to
be about the possession of certain objects.
Now, so many people have so much. The
result? Status has become less about “what
I have” and much more about “who I am”
• The quintessential self: “My selfactualization is faster, smarter and more
exclusive than yours”

The Future of Luxury
• Very important data: Ultra-luxury market
is seeking ways to preserve private data
on creation and preservation of wealth.
Providing control and peace of mind
• Luxury that makes the world a better
place: Status used to be about how much
money you have; now its about how much
money you give away. For the ultra-wealthy,
status is about philanthropy. Indulgence
without the guilt

The Future of Luxury
• Luxury on demand: On-demand
economy has companies and consumers
re-thinking ownership necessities and
increasing instant gratification experiences
• Disrupted demographics: Disrupt the
who, when and where of luxury. Unlimited
access to data, erosion of old social
conventions, endless choices and more
are breaking down old idea of demographic
models

The Future of Luxury – Long Term
• Danger: Gems, a line of tumblers by Martin Jakobsen. Made from
radioactive-uranium glass that glows green under ultraviolet light
• Invisibility: Anti-flash photography. ISHU scarf, worn by celebrities,
features anti-flash technology that makes wearer invisible when
photographed
• Immortality V1: Virtual immortality. Etermin, a Silcon-Valley startup,
collects user data – social media, photographs, thoughts and
memories – to create chatbot version of user upon death. Relatives
can interact with chatbot
• Immortality V2: Google Calico. An R&D company whose mission is to
harness advanced technologies to increase understanding of biology
that controls lifespan and enable people to lead longer, healthier lives

Celebrations…The Party Handbook
• Memories: Celebrate the classics
and memories of the past
• Natural Wonders: Celebrate
life’s natural wonders
• The Stars: Celebrate the stars,
both earthbound and places
unknown
• Adventures: Celebrate life’s
adventures
• Childhood Joys: Celebrate the
simple pleasures

MEMORIES
NATURAL WONDERS
THE STARS
ADVENTURES
CHILDHOOD JOYS

MEMORIES

MEMORIES
Celebrate the
past! Memories
take us back in
time, revisiting
the traditions and
classics of the
past, re-creating
stories for today’s
lifestyles.

MEMORIES
• Inspired by a continuation of trends in the luxury
market as the U.S. recession ends and incomes
improve, creativity expands and luxury artisans take
center stage.
• Made for those looking for new experiences,
exclusive spots and unique flavors. With a romantic
spirit, this design-oriented individual has a love of
richly, highly stylized design that is both luxurious and
feminine. Uncompromising in taste.
• Influences of simplified, to an abundant design
aesthetic. 1940s French fashion chic, Art Deco and
Art Nouveau design influences, a modern twist to
Baroque styling, as well as hints of 1920s Asian,
British Colonial and African influences.

Inspirations and findings
DESIGN INFLUENCERS
• Architecture and design of the 1920s and
1930s; honing in on the details of the
time period
• Photographers Zsolt Hlinka and Andre
Goncalves
• Fitting rooms at Fendi’s Palazzo Prive in
Rome, designed by DimoreStudio
• Maison Objet 2016 showcased newer
versions of iconic design pieces
• Water block bench by Tokujin Yoshioka –
shifts from glass to golden brass
• Platner chair by Warren Platner, 		
re-released in 18-carat gold version to
celebrate its 50th anniversary
LAPICIDA MARBLE TABLE. FERRONE DESIGN REVOLUTION COLLECTION. MAISON & OBJET

Inspirations and findings
DESIGN INFLUENCERS
• Verandah restaurant, Copenhagen.
Nordic-Indian décor by Gamfratesi
• Le Cinq Codet Hotel, Paris. Luxury jacuzzi
• Apple watch by Hermes
• Brass and dark wood cutlery
• Dar Hamad restaurant in Kuwait City
• 2017 runways filled with romance, extralarge jewelry, romantic shapes and a mix
of precious materials
• Red Valentino Shop by India Madhavi
• Laduree Tea Room at Hotel des Bergues
in Geneva. Design by India Madhavi
• “Crystal Palace” – Chanel store in
Amsterdam

Inspirations and findings
ARTISTIC INSPIRATIONS
J. Paul Getty Museum: Highlighting pastel paintings
• Fashionable Likeness: Pastel portraits in 18th-century Britain
• Degas: “Russian Dancers” and the Art of Pastel
• The Birth of Pastel
The Jewish Museum of Art, New York
• Florine Stettheimer: Painting Poetry
Two exhibits in Paris at the Musée de Arts Décoratifs
celebrate wallpaper and fabrics design history and
creativity
• Faire de Mur: Quatre siècles de papiers peint
• Pierre Frey: Tissus inspirés

Inspirations and findings
FOR A GOOD TIME
• Pear, elderberry and absinthe cocktail by Benoît Violier
at Hotel de Ville, Crissier, Switzerland
• For the plane, carry-on cocktail kit by W&P design
• Art Deco look to Le Tribute mixology bottles by
SeriesNemo
• Daytime pajamas
• Nihon Whisky Lounge in San Francisco showcases
Japan’s burgeoning whisky business: Imports from
Japan have quadrupled during past decade as demand
spurred from San Francisco to Hong Kong (e.g., Ichiro
Malt Whisky; Yamazaki Distillery single malt whisky)
• Sophisticated bakery creations, including meringues 			
and pavlova
• Cobalt Walkyrie – X private jet
COCKTAIL BY BENOIT VIOLIER AT HOTEL DE VILLE, CRISSIER, SWITZERLAND
ART DECO STYLED LE TRIBUTE MIXOLOGY BOTTLES BY SERIESNEMO

Champagne Bars
CASE STUDY
• Champagne bars trending
– The Fine Mousse, San Francisco, CA
– Birds & Bubbles, New York, NY
– Ambonnay Bar, Portland, OR
– Le Caviste, Seattle, WA
– A.O.C., Los Angeles, CA
• 4th-annual NYC Champagne Week
Nov. 7-13, 2016
• World Champagne Day Oct. 21
• Champagne and Burgundy regions of
France recently declared a UNESCO
World Heritage Site

Classic Movie Theaters
CASE STUDY
• Refurbishment of 1930s movie
theater palaces
• Book: “After the Final Curtain: The
Fall of the American Movie Theater,”
by Matt Lambros
• “Abandoned America: The Age
of Consequences,” by Matthew
Christopher
• “Abandoned America: Dismantling
the Dream,” by Matthew
Christopher
• Rehabilitation of the downtown Los
Angeles Broadway Theater District

Blue Wave Bar
CASE STUDY — COOL
Located on the water’s edge in the
Barcelona Port, Blue Wave Bar,
a restaurant designed by El Equipo
Creativo, showcases an interior that
embraces its marine atmosphere.
The design features panes of patterned
ceramic tile on the floors, walls and
ceiling, unifying the space and resembling
the wrapping sensation of waves. The
color range goes from deep blue to white,
incorporating the white concrete lattice
façade of the building. The color transition
from outside to inside goes from blue to
white, like the foam to the wave, while
golden elements throughout recall the sun
reflections on water.
IMAGES COURTESY OF EL EQUIPO CREATIVO; PHOTOGRAPHY © ADRIÀ GOULA

Casa Fayette
CASE STUDY — SEAMLESS
“Cocktail bars, grand hotel lobbies, chic
restaurants, night and day blend seamlessly to
become one.”
Casa Fayette, in Guadalajara Mexico’s historic
Lafayette area, comprises a 1940s mansion and
a modernist addition – and boasts interiors by the
local firm Dimorestudio. The design is a minimalist
style that pays homage to Guadalajara-born
architect Luis Barragán, with colored-glass panels
combined with gilded touches and plush velvet
furnishings. It combines classical European design
with the colorful aesthetics of Mexico. Warm and
cool color palettes – punctuated by intense hues
like burgundy, salmon and artichoke – create
immersive environments for effortless relaxation.
IMAGES COURTESY OF GRUPOHABITA; PHOTGRAPHY @ UNDINE PRÖHL

Manko Paris
CASE STUDY — TRIBAL
“Modernized Versions of Classic Style.”
Manko Paris, by renowned interior designer Laura
Gonzalez, is slick, colorful and warm – with brass
touches, dashes of sea blues, and banquettes and
armchairs upholstered in bright, Inca-style fabrics.
The name of the restaurant itself is in honor of
the legendary Inca Manco Capac, son of the Sun
God and founder of the Inca people. Extravagance
has been applied to every inch of this space –
from the luscious fabric selection, to the opulent
metallic finishes seen throughout – giving Manko a
strong visual identity. While each item has its own
individual character, there is a beautiful relationship
between textures, finishes and luxury detailing that
creates a united and welcoming style.
IMAGES COURTESY OF LAURA GONZALEZ; PHOTOGRAPHY @ NICOLAS MATHEUS

Paradis Restaurant
CASE STUDY — EXOTIC
“Inspired by 1930s chic modernism with a hint of exotic.“
Invoking the air of mystery and enchantment of a
Caribbean island’s lunar eclipse, Paradis Restaurant
on Hong Kong’s Wyndham Street invites patrons to
partake in a journey of intimate adventure the moment
they walk through its doors.
Designed by Substance, Paradis invites its guests into
a relaxed cocktail hour as the moon illuminates the sky.
Its French Colonial style greets all who enter the lowslung, 62-seat restaurant and bar, elegantly bringing
the outside in through ingenious touches and subtle
detailing. Warm, soothing lighting emanates from brass
pendant light fixtures hanging from the ceiling, which
were designed to invoke the waning and waxing cycles
of the moon.
IMAGES COURTESY OF SUBSTANCE

Materials, patterns, moods
• Art Deco influences in simplified, twotone or geometrical versions. Palms
and foliage are trimmed in gold or silver.
Art Deco and Art Nouveau geometric
patterns are rounder, more graceful.
Controlled, feminine
• Mix between handcrafted fabrication and
artistic design; wood and metal are more
refined. Wooden beads, polychrome
marquetry, sculpted shapes, embossed
and engraved surfaces. Metal effects
include shiny brass, soft-hammered
metals and lacquered metals

Materials, patterns, moods
• Natural materials worked with elegance
and refinement become more
sophisticated. Surfaces and products
enriched with new precious finishes. Inlaid
mother-of-pearl, rhinestones, fine beading
and precious stones, cut crystal, metallic
studs, detail or all-over motifs, dressy
styling
• Fantastical, nature-based surroundings.
Flowers and plants cover walls and
furniture in homage to William Morris and
Art Nouveau
• Refined details – piping, framing,
metallic edging, decorative effects,
beading
• Shimmer and shiny effects – mercury
glass, glimmer, colored mirrors

Materials, textures, moods
• Baroque influences through gemstone
colors, shimmer color, sugar, spice, floral,
ornamental and sensual. The classic
17th century is revived through simple
silhouettes – elegant, seductive,
nearly contemporary – scrolling
elements, acanthus leaves, squares,
accents in acrylic. Motifs infuse frames,
butterflies, birds, damasks, shells, roses,
lines
• 1920s African influences show up
with highlights of Serengeti wildlife and
infusions of leopards and cheetahs.
Contemporary lines, zebra stripes,
lizard and python skins, antelope, trees,
grass, leaves, textured stripes, primitive
geometrics, wood species with active
graining

Materials, textures, moods
• Echoes of French 1940s with sophisticated, solid
colors in a light and neutral palette, paired with
blues, grays, pinks, lavenders, off-whites, browns
• Materials and motifs include geometrics, plaids,
lattices, shagreen, animal skins, monochrome
• Woods are richly stained and highly figured zebra
wood, rose wood, ebony, mahogany, burl wood,
lacquer
• Surfaces include dull, antiqued metal; gold and
bronze leaf; clear acrylic
• Fabrics – jacquards, polished cotton and sheers;
buttery soft leather – smooth, pearled, embossed;
faux fur and lamb fleece
• Subtle details – piping, embroidery, lurex,
metallic, foil prints, quilting, nailhead trim

Materials, textures, moods
• New waves of Victorian influence with an edge –
Dark, dreamy, appealing; frills/lace with rich textures and
dense materials; black is essential, mixes with rich, deep
hues, adding drama and romance
• Floral motifs such as lush/oversized tulips, hydrangea,
peonies, roses; large-scale damasks; tiny lattice work;
bees, dragonflies, birds, paisleys, skulls. Asymmetrical
forms
• Fabrics – Dense prints, velvets, jacquard, brocades,
tapestries; leather and lace; semi-precious stones –
rough/natural, not polished
• Jewelry-inspired details – Pearls, chain, charms,
velvet, ribbon, leather, gemstone
• Glass – Clear, richly tinted, color black; clean, crystal
forms; relief florals; mercury glass; patterns on glass
• Wood – Painted patterns, lacquer, gold metal, bronze,
scrolling relief designs, bisque, glaze mix
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• Color is chic, sophisticated.
Romantic and precious. Bluegreens, lacquer red, darkbrown wood hues, bronzed
caramel, lightened with touches
of grayish pink and gold
• Influenced by exotic 1930s
nostalgia, uses noble and
sophisticated materials to play
with light reflections and depth
• Echoes of French 1940s
fashion, infusing sophisticated
colors
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• Baroque splendors through
gemstone colors, shimmer color,
sugar, spice, floral, ornamental
and sensual
• Folklore coloring in mixed, rich,
deep hues – adding drama and
romance; colorful, decorative,
youthful
• Velvety satin, iridescent finishes
and metallics add drama
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NATURAL WONDERS

NATURAL WONDERS
Celebrate the world’s natural
wonders! A life experienced on
one’s own terms is a life of
poetry in motion, arousing a 		
renewal and dedication to unique
experiences. To embrace each
day surrounded by the world’s
natural wonders. A celebration of
health and well-being.

NATURAL WONDERS
• “You cannot use up creativity. The more
you use it, the more you have.” 					
								– Maya Angelou
• Inspired by nature and innovation. Nature
is random and increasingly important,
resulting in many dimensional layers –
new ways to eat, grow and live with a
focus on the essential simplicities.
• For those looking to live with a delicate
subtlety and modesty – surrounding
themselves with nature without leaving
the city. A back-to-basics to focus on
well-being without giving up modern
comforts of city life.

Inspirations and findings
WORTH READING
• “Tisanes & Tonifiants Naturels” the bible of detox waters
and healthy infusions
• “L’Art de la Fermention” by Camiller Oger and Luna
Kyung. Recipe – water and fruit kefir
• A reaction to an excess of sanitation, fermentation is
back with a vengeance, with many books on this trend
– “Ni Cru, Ni Cuit, histoire et civilization de l’aliment
fermente” and “Mastering Fermentation: Recipes for
Making and Cooking with Fermented Foods”
• “Food and Beer” – Beer is on the same level as wine
and can be paired with food the same ways
• “Indoor Green” – Identifies ways to keep gardens
indoors for city-dwellers
• “Biceps Cultivatus Kitchen by Human Life” – Alternative
ways to keep vegetables in soil instead of refrigerators

Inspirations and findings
DESIGN INFLUENCERS
• Workshop of urban gardener
Mama Petula, in Parisian
hospital St. Vincent de Paul
• Family house-workshop in
Japan; verticality leaves room
for outside plants
• IKEA hydroponic agricultural
accessories – grow salads
and fine herbs indoors.
Sunnersta mini-kitchen.
• Simply White Astor –
handmade bike by Brilliant
• Coltrane – Swiss, eco-friendly
clothing company
MAMA PETULA – PLANTSTYLING — PARIS
ASTOR BIKE BY BRILLIANT

Inspirations and findings
DESIGN INFLUENCERS
• BOL Porridge Bar in Paris – multiple
sweet and savory variations of a rustic
recipe
• Flower pigments by Anne ten Donkelaar
– artist presses flowers on paper to
extract pure color
• CaCO3 – Stoneware by Laura Lynn
Jansen and Thomas Vailly – unites
scientists, craftspeople and geologists to
grow limestone on chosen support
• Peonies Café – combination flower shop
and café in Paris

BOL PORRIDGE BAR, PARIS
CACO3 STONEWARE. PHOTO COURTESY FLOOR KNAAPEN
FLOWER CONSTRUCTION. PHOTO COURTESY ANNE TEN DONKELAAR

Inspirations and findings
ARTISTIC EXPRESSIONS
• Yuzu and Honey drinks at Umami Matcha
café in Paris
• The Local Milk Blog – Beth Kirby
• Soft plant tones for bedroom
• Concept packaging for ancestral
fermented drink, project by designer
Mansur Makhmudov
• “Art of Laundry” – pop-up store dedicated
to laundry, Berlin. Samsung and ignant.
com
• Herbivore Botanicals soaps –
handcrafted, vegan cosmetics by Julia
Wills + Alex Kummerow
• Tincture – household product line

Inspirations and findings
ARTISTIC EXPRESSIONS
• Care for Milk by Ekaterina Semenova –
designer uses expired dairy products to
create ceramic glazes
• BioCoop Dada – French organic store
selling products in a modern approach
instead of rustic, authentic aesthetic that’s
been done to death
• Epiphyte trend – centered on plants
growing with no support; Kokedama
trend – Japanese plant technique, which
plants grow autonomously on a substrate
surrounded by moss

CARE FOR MILK BY EKATERINA SEMENOVA. PHOTO BY WOUTER VAN DER KROL

Chareau
CASE STUDY
Chareau – an Aloe Vera liqueur
– distilled aloe vera juice made
with California-grown ingredients
by L.A.-based distiller Kurt
Charron. Continuing the push of
the craft cocktail movement.

CHAREAU BY KURT CHARRON

El Moro
CASE STUDY
El Moro, designed by Cadena +
Asociados, features ornate Art Decoinspired wall tiles and stained-glass
windows. Located in Mexico City, this
churros and hot chocolate bar boasts a
chromatic palette, born from the mosaics
that gave the brand its personality.
The pattern also contrasts with the
white hue of the walls, which is inspired
by sugar. The furniture selection
complements the tile design, referencing
Art Deco accents from the golden age of
Mexico, while the large open front allows
for a seamless transition between indoor
and outdoor space.
IMAGES COURTESY OF CADENA + ASOCIADOS; PHOTOGRAPHY @ MORITZ BERNOULLY

Cold-Pressed Juice Shop
CASE STUDY
A large live tree grows through the center
of this Amsterdam Cold-Pressed Juice
Shop, which local practice Standard Studio
designed to reflect the city’s hidden green
spaces. For the interior finishes, the architects
covered the walls in a combination of black
and pink powder-coated steel panels, as
well as slanted wooden timber slats. These
recurring wooden slats are used to accentuate
the wall and ceiling above the counter, as
well as for a seating area along the store’s
window. The designers wanted to provide a
calm environment from the hectic pace of the
city, with the tree and wooden elements as
symbols of nature, referencing the daily fresh
ingredients used to produce the juices.
IMAGES COURTESY OF STANDARD STUDIO; PHOTOGRAPHY © WOUTER VAN DER SAR.

Väkst
CASE STUDY
This garden-inspired Nordic restaurant,
designed by the Danish design studio
Genbyg, features an indoor greenhouse
made from recycled materials. Called
Väkst, the Danish word for growth, the
restaurant serves a vegetable-based
menu and reflects the dual atmosphere of
a city and a garden with natural materials
and a large amount of greenery. The heart
of the space is a plant-filled greenhouse,
built from re-purposed windows, covering
a stairwell.
Inside the dining areas, the majority of
fittings and fixtures are also created using
recycled materials and salvaged furniture.
IMAGES COURTESY OF GENBYG; PHOTOGRAPHY © CHRIS TONNESEN

Sketch
CASE STUDY
Sketch, one of London’s most designforward restaurants, was recently filled with
immersive floral installations for the Mayfair
Flower Show, a yearly horticultural show that
takes place in nearby Chelsea. Four leading
florists created installations that transformed
areas of the space into blooming gardens
or woodland glades. Each installation
celebrated the British countryside so
only plants found in the U.K. were used,
including birch, roses, foxgloves and lily of
the valley. The installation fits perfectly with
how Sketch is often described, an “Alice in
Wonderland” journey wandering from room
to room and, in this case, from garden to
garden.”
IMAGES COURTESY OF SKETCH

Dubldom 2.110
CASE STUDY — ECO-FRIENDLY
“Ecological awareness and responsible consumption
are stronger than ever but the aesthetics are
changing.”
BIO Architects recently completed a modern modular
cabin, DublDom 2.110, proving – yet again – that
beautiful homes can be affordable with the help of
prefabrication. Commissioned by a young couple
that desired a cost-effective home on the lake,
the prefabricated cabin is the latest iteration in the
Russian firm’s line of modular Dubldom homes. The
dwelling, located at Pirogovo Lake in the suburbs
of Moscow, was installed in roughly 10 days with
minimal site impact. To keep costs at a minimum, the
new 185-square-meter build was constructed with
natural and affordable materials that help blend the
home into the forested environment.
IMAGES COURTESY OF BIO ARCHITECTS

Penghu Qingwan Cactus Park
CASE STUDY — ECO-INSPIRED
“Nature is random and increasingly important,
resulting in many dimensional layers.”
Penghu Qingwan Cactus Park, designed by
CCL Architects & Planners + Co-Forest Environment
Design Association, is located in the Qingwan area
of China. Surrounded by the sea, it is abundant
in marine resources and ecological diversity. The
project aims to increase this ecological diversity by
reconnecting to mountains and sea and the areas
nearby, as well as help the preservation of the
basaltic landscape. It consists of the cactus park,
artists village and environmental landscape, with
greenhouses designed in the shape of a cactus and
local vegetation. The central cactus building features
a bended-steel structure, as well as white and
transparent PC panels bringing in natural light.
IMAGES COURTESY OF CCL ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS

Honey Exporter
CASE STUDY
The Honey Exporter building, designed
by both DX Arquitectos and DEL SANTE
Arquitectos, is an office building and
adjacent showroom for the Licanray
company in Chile. The expression of the
building is defined primarily by its dynamic
structure, with a series of laminated, pine,
diagonal pillars positioned in a “X” pattern.
The main area of the office is elevated,
liberating the ground floor for access to
the building and the showroom. The roof
fulfills the fundamental role of protecting the
wooden structure, and its overhang on the
north facade also keeps direct sunlight out
of the offices.
IMAGES COURTESY OF DX ARQUITECTOS + DEL SANTE ARQUITECTOS

Office for PRS engineering firm
CASE STUDY
Paritzki & Liani Architects has completed
this office for PRS engineering
company in Tel Aviv, featuring a billowing
“sky-ceiling” created using the brand’s
signature product. The designers utilized
PRS’ product Geocell, which is mainly
used to stabilize soil for roads and other
infrastructure and comprises a net-like web
of plastic, with openings that change in
size as it is stretched and formed. In the
new office, the product is used to create
an rippling ceiling intended to reference
undulating forms of a cloudy sky and the
ocean.

IMAGES COURTESY OF PARITZKI & LIANI ARCHITECTS; PHOTOGRAPHY @ AMIT GERON

Avenue LeClerc
CASE STUDY
The Avenue Leclerc Office Building,
designed by AZC, consists of the renovation
of an existing building and a redesign of the
facade to 65 percent reflective glass. This
new skin is double-ventilated and boasts a
uniform grid pattern, allowing the building to
not only be modern and contemporary but
also sustainable. The pattern in the facade
relates directly back to the 1.35-meter units
of the suspended ceilings, while, on each
level there are plant-filled loggias acting as
the veritable green lungs of the building.
The grounds function like small gardens,
naturally ventilating spaces and creating a
comfortable surrounding for the employees.
IMAGES COURTESY OF AZC; PHOTOGRAPHY © SERGIO GRAZIA

Office Vil
CASE STUDY
Office VIL, designed by architecture firm
Domaen, is an interior build-out in an existing
warehouse for the Los Angeles headquarters
of Conscious Minds. The main architectural
feature is a continuous surface sheet, forming
an articulated ceiling and, simultaneously,
folding around two conference spaces. This
creates an interior for multiple uses that is
highly flexible. Regarding materials, the project
retains an organic, natural appearance,
dominated by the use of raw plywood
sheets and white drywall. The materials are
purposefully ambiguous, allowing the main
visual and graphic narrative to be the shape
of the walls, floor and ceilings – transforming
from two-dimensionality to three-dimensionality.
IMAGES COURTESY OF DOMAEN; PHOTOGRAPHY © PAUL VU

Materials, textures, moods
• Subtle contrasts and monochromatic
ranges in shiny and matte combinations,
tone-on-tone
• Craftsman legacy – slight irregularities,
textures and lines. Flutes, scales, plaits,
striations, 3-D printed effects
• Geometric openwork modules to
assemble
• Flowers and plants are key!
• Recycled-content infusion of unusual
products – from milk and rice waste, to
construction materials, to cereal bran
• Motifs include oversized to the point of
abstraction, highlighting foliage, animal
hides and spots. Ikat-inspired motifs,
birds, craftwork, looped terry-motifs,
applique

Materials, textures, moods
• Fabrics – printed cotton, velvet, fauxembroidered wovens, rag-rug weaves,
stitches in knit throws are oversized,
uneven; pompoms, embroidery/
crewelwork. Leather – soft, tanned in
round and soft shapes
• Texture – fringe, shaggy texture, tassels,
knots, braids, long-running stitches;
glazed ceramics; embossed, relief
geometric textures; varnish on paper;
partially glazed; sculptural; heathered
• Materials – Tortoise; antique brass;
painted and worn iron; colorful baskets;
glass-color; floral; bubble; diamond; ecoglass

Materials, textures, moods
• Sporty Mediterranean seaside influences
from Italy, France, Spain and Portugal
– including luminous coral tones and
aquatic blues
• Materials are casual and sporty – canvas,
mesh knit, swimsuit, scarf. Natural cork,
wicker, grass
• Motifs – tile, grillwork, scrolling lines,
twists, stripes, fleur-de-lis, hearts, checks
• Fabrics – cotton, linen, pucker weaves,
felt, low-plush velvet
• Textures – simple quilting, scallops,
piping, thin ribbon, painted patterns, relief
texture, painted color accents

Color Personalities
• Rich, natural range of warm
neutrals
• Earth tones with essential
basic beige; acid lime and
lemon greens; young spring
leaves and shoots; ginger;
coffee; clove; anise
• Sun-drenched and light-infused

Antique Coral DE5170

Natural Wonders Color Palette

Posy Petal DE5067

Cultured Rose DE5123

• Casual springtime and seaside
influences through coral tones;
aquatic blues; overexposed color
with sunny contrasts – salmon,
lobster, pebble, ocean
• Heathered, matte, and soft finish
options with dimension

Fresh Honeydew DE5477

Honey Grove DE5383

Hay Day DE5479

Art and Craft DET682

Ancient Earth DE6217

Fall Foliage DE5257

The Green Hour DET544

Teal Waters DEA131

Aquatic DEA134

NATURAL WONDERS — PALETTE APPLICATIONS
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THE STARS

THE STARS
Celebrate the stars!
Fantasy experiences
increase with the use of
virtual and augmented
realities. Life experienced
through dreams and
imaginations – unnatural
nature. Influences of
retro, vintage tech.

THE STARS
• Inspired by the hyper-innovator who has a need to
explore the great world’s beyond, imagining that
we are not alone. A hint of the paranormal and life’s
mysteries.
• Fantasy brightens up daily lives. Staged and
spectacular, attracted by bling; fantasy is inspired by
pop-star inspirations, while style is influenced by pop,
cool and precious.
• For those who have a desire for excess. Nothing too
showy or too colorful. Designed for having fun and
enjoying life with an element of mystery.

Inspirations and findings
THE TECH EFFECT
• Low-tech vintage – Nintendo NES
console, flip phones, retro-music
consoles
• Dyson concept store in London
• Rolls-Royce futuristic concept car
• Pierre Paulin retrospective at the Centre
Pompidou in Paris celebrates pioneer’s
focus on extendable materials and
comfort
• Designer Jo Nagasaka designed a wood
and sponge table that’s easy to move
• Spread THAT! Butter knife uses body heat
to help spread butter
• Micro electric car – “Microlino” by
inventor Wim Ouboter

Inspirations and findings
ARTISTIC INSPIRATIONS
• Movie and television influencers – “Star Wars,”
“Twin Peaks” revival, “X-Files” revival
• Exhibitions:
– “Happy Birthday, Mr. Hockney,” J. Paul Getty
Museum, Los Angeles
– Infinity Mirror Room, The Broad, Los Angeles
– The Rain Room, LACMA, Los Angeles
– “Fast-Forward: Paintings from the 1980s,”
The Whitney Art Museum, New York
– “The Hugo Boss Prize 2016: Anicka Yi,” Installation.
Guggenheim Museum, New York
– “Louise Lawler: WHY PICTURES NOW,”
MOMA, New York
– “Roger Tallon, Design in Motion,” Arts Decoratifs
Museum, Paris
RAIN ROOM BY RANDOM INTERNATIONAL, THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, NEW YORK, NY. © RANDOM INTERNATIONAL. PHOTO COURTESY RANDOM INTERNATIONAL.
ANICKA YI, FORCE MAJEURE, 2017. COURTESY OF THE ARTIST AND 47 CANAL, NEW YORK. PHOTO: DAVID HEALD © SOLOMON R. GUGGENHEIM FOUNDATION
YAYOI KUSAMA, INFINITY MIRRORED ROOM - THE SOULS OF MILLIONS OF LIGHT YEARS AWAY, 2013, © YAYOI KUSAMA, COURTESY OF DAVID ZWIRNER, N.Y.
DAVID HOCKNEY, SELF PORTRAIT WITH RED BRACES, 2003 WATERCOLOR ON PAPER 24 X 18 1/8” © DAVID HOCKNEY. PHOTO CREDIT: RICHARD SCHMIDT

Inspirations and findings
ARTISTIC INSPIRATIONS
• Disney continues to inspire –
“Emerald City” (Wizard of Oz reimagined)
• “Fantasia” by Disney: fall 2017
Runway Collections: Mary
Katrantzou dove into the world of
Walt Disney’s “Fantasia” – his 1940
surreal cartoon animation film – while
she was designing her fall collection.
Silhouettes influenced by ’40s film
noir, big shoulders, furs and checked
tweed suiting.
• Fishbowl cocktail by Megan from
“not Martha” blog

Inspirations and findings
DESIGN INFLUENCERS
• Parametric architecture
• Balenciaga – use of futuristic oversized shapes
and overly saturated colors
• Paco Rabanne – Space Age designer (cocreator of the 1960s Space Age movement) is
making a comeback on the fall 2017 runways
• Chanel – runway 2017/18
• Le Petrilleria – gourmet grocery in Rome. Hyper
modern
• Designer Matthew Williamson, use of bright color
• Homepolish design firm – child’s bedroom in
San Francisco
• Sexy Fish, London restaurant
SHENZHEN BAO’AN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, T3 HALL. BY DENNIS ZANONE - OWN WORK, CC BY-SA 3.0 WIKIPEDIA CREATIVE COMMONS

Inspirations and findings
DESIGN INFLUENCERS
• Vibrant bath accessories
• Designer Kelly Wearstler, line of
chocolates for Compartes
• Paul’s Baby Grand, NYC bar
• Dolce & Gabbana, spring/summer 2016
• Taj Palace, hotel in Marrakech
• Shourouk jewelry line
• Feathers, rhinestone, jewels, feathers
BEYOND DESIGN
• “Day without a Woman” march – influence of
pink and red beyond fashion
COMPARTÉS CHOCOLATES. IMAGE COURTESY INSTAGRAM @ COMPARTES

Inspirations and findings
THE EXOTICS
• Exotic and imaginary
animal kingdom from
fantasy garden, motifs,
3D shapes
• Crackled patina,
stamp prints, focus on
handcrafted textures,
patinated ceramics,
hand-painted lacquered
wood
• 3D pastry effects –
moldings, rosettes,
crocheted, braided,
embossed ceramic or
sheared velvet

Emilie Baltz
CASE STUDY
Emilie Baltz, food technologist
and experimental artist, creates
unconventional, food-based
work that moves people to
discover new worlds one lick,
suck, bite, sniff and gulp at a
time.
Her work includes inventing
“lickable” ice cream orchestras,
cotton candy theremins,
singing ice block speakers and
writing a book every few years.

IMAGES COURTESY EMILIE BALTZ

Sugami Shinkin Bank
CASE STUDY
The Sugamo Shinkin Bank Nakaaoki
branch in Japan, designed by
Emmanuelle Moureaux Architecture
+ Design, is on the corner of major
intersection where there is a frequent
movement of cars, buses, bicycles and
people. Therefore, the facade is designed
to be rhythmical, visually changing as
people see it from different angles,
with colors appearing in and out. The
colors are applied on the front or side of
differing cubes, with the colors appearing,
disappearing or overlapping. The interior
finishes, on the other hand, are settled
and muted compared to the movement of
the facade.
IMAGES COURTESY OF EMMANUELLE MOUREAUX ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN; PHOTOGRAPHY © DAISUKE SHIMA / NACASA & PARTNERS

MVRDV House
CASE STUDY
MVRDV’s new studio, in central
Rotterdam, features multi-colored meeting
rooms, a plant-covered chandelier, an
oversized dining table and a staircase that
doubles as a seating area. Referred to
as “MVRDV House,” the 2,400-squaremeter office aims to provide efficient, fun
and productive spaces. Glass-fronted
meeting rooms are slotted into the arches
on one side of a large central space, each
room with brightly colored surfaces and
custom-designed furniture. These include
a green room that provides a space for
informal meetings and table tennis, while a
dark blue room is used for more important
presentations.
IMAGES COURTESY OF MVRDV; PHOTOGRAPHY @ OSSIP VAN DUIVENBODE.

Shop in color
CASE STUDY
Color and its effect on the human psyche have a huge influence on
retail design and a shopper’s experience. Retailers can tell a story
with color, creating a theme and concept for their store and brand.
Warm colors, like oranges and browns, are inviting and reassuring
to shoppers, while cooling colors – like green and blue – can have
a calming effect. Color can be everything to a successful store.
• Nike Women’s Fall Holiday Presentation 2014: Set designers
Robert Storey Studio used the bright colors of Nike’s womenswear
line to create the brash interior of this New York presentation space
for the sports brand.
• Design studio Masquespacio was asked to create the entire brand
identity and packaging material for Doctor Manzana, a store
that offers gadgets and technical service for mobile devices. The
architects developed a simple but yet strikingly colorful brand
identity.
NIKE WOMEN’S FALL HOLIDAY PRESENTATION 2014. IMAGES COURTESY OF ROBERT STOREY STUDIO
DOCTOR MANZANA. IMAGES COURTESY OF MASQUESPACIO

Shop in color
CASE STUDY
• Bright white surfaces, industrial shelving and a gray
marble counter create an uncluttered interior for this
Porto, Portugal clothes shop by local studio Fala
Atelier.
• São Paulo-based Atelier Marko Brajovic created this
store interior as part of Camper Together – an
ongoing project by Spanish shoe brand Camper that
invites architects and designers to create unique
products and store interiors.

PORTO IMAGES COURTESY OF FALA ATELIER
CAMPER TOGETHER IMAGES COURTESY OF ATELIER MARKO BRAJOVIC.

Materials, textures, moods
• Reflections of the paranormal and
nocturnal
• Anodized reflections, smoked mercury
glass
• Textures – soft, slightly embossed
and padded. Plump, acoustic screens,
graphic top-stitching, quilting
• Smoky, filtered color
• Blurred and abstract designs – subtle
vibrations, glittering, wet shine materials,
optical illusions
• Hypnotic effects with endless repeat
motifs, lines, play on depth perception
• Vivid nightclub halo and neon lighting

Highlighter DE5404

Color Personalities

Rose Meadow DE6025

Thicket DE5622

• Inspired by the exotic and
unnatural natural world of
fantasy
• Pastels are layered with
lacquer and glow
• Influence of technologically
based color creates layers
of gloss and bling

White Picket Fence DET648

Purple Odyssey DEA143

Magic Night DEA191

Cupid’s Arrow DE5061

Formal Gray DE6382

Pink Punch DE5048

Sprig of Mint DE5675

Slate Wall DE5797

Go-Go Green DET533

Highlighter DE5404

The Stars Color Palette

Rose Meadow DE6025

Thicket DE5622

• Street art adds graphic
influences, with shocking pops
of rose, hot pink and dark blue,
as well as 1980s retro coloring
• Dense color with a vintage,
futuristic flair
• Combinations of neutrals with
intense, deep color

White Picket Fence DET648

Purple Odyssey DEA143

Magic Night DEA191

Cupid’s Arrow DE5061

Formal Gray DE6382

Pink Punch DE5048

Sprig of Mint DE5675

Slate Wall DE5797

Go-Go Green DET533

THE STARS — PALETTE APPLICATIONS
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ADVENTURES

ADVENTURES
Celebrate life’s adventures! Fiction
or fact – through myths, lore and
legends – oral storytelling recalls the
historical narratives of cultures and
people throughout the world. The call to
adventure and new worlds are for those
who desire to be transported to faraway
lands, creating a life filled with personal
stories of adventures and lessons.

ADVENTURES
• Inspired by the desire to be transported to another
dimension, a life between the city and country.
Craftsmanship is more extravagant and tradition
mixes with modernity. Luxury appears exotic, almost
mystical, favoring spectacular aesthetics and
experiences.
• For those seeking the exceptional journey to faraway
and imaginary lands filled with extraordinary sights
and sounds. Exoticism of undetermined origin
and tribal spirit invade the city, creating magic, the
Bohemian collector. Focus on the pleasures of
friends and family, creativity and cherishing the little
moments.

Inspirations and findings
ARTISTIC INSPIRATIONS
• Arum Titan, world’s tallest flower
• Hawaiian poke bowls
• Truffle buns stuffed with braised meat, snack from Chiltern
Firehouse in London; Portuguese chef Nuno Mendes
• Incausa, naturally perfumed bath and meditation bundles
• Zalando’s creative director Chang Lin, a “professional
traveler”
• Mata Hoata, exhibit at Musee du Quai Branly in Paris,
displays incredible wealth of Polynesian craftsmanship
• Plethora, semi-annual Danish luxury magazine breaks
barriers – oversized format, limited-edition-printed by
monks at a Hindu temple; honors nature and art in its
pages
INCAUSA MEDITATION BUNDLE. IMAGE COURTESY VINICIUS // HYPERLINK “HTTP://INCAUSA.CO”INCAUSA.CO

Inspirations and findings
ARTISTIC INSPIRATIONS
• Textile artist Georgia Kemball, project called
“Unraveling,” uses fringes and objects to show
they’ve been worn and loved
• Inspired by travels to Denmark, jewelry designer
Chloe Cox launched MaeMae as a way to bring
light to the dark winter of 2016.
• Artist Gilles Cenazandotti, sculpts endangered
animals using waste materials found at the beach
• Chef Virgilio Martinez, Central Restaurante in
Lima, celebrates his country through cooking;
pays homage to Pachamama, the Earth mother, a
spiritual concept in pre-Colombian Andean cultures
• The Catskills see a rebirth of a hippie-designer
community
MAEMAE JEWELRY LINE. IMAGE COURTESY PORTLAND, OREGON BASED JEWELRY DESIGNER CHLOE COX

Inspirations and findings
WORTH READING
• “Encore! The New Artisans”
• “Delicious Havoc” – Washington,
DC’s Capital City Public Charter
School students wrote family
recipes in global cookbook as a
creative writing project
ART EXHIBITIONS
• J. Paul Getty Museum: 			
The Art of Alchemy
• Brooklyn Museum of Art:
“Georgia O’Keeffe: Living
Modern”

ALFRED STIEGLITZ (AMERICAN, 1864–1946). GEORGIA O’KEEFFE, CIRCA 1920–22. GELATIN SILVER PRINT, 4½ X 3½ IN. (11.4 X 9 CM). GEORGIA O’KEEFFE MUSEUM,
SANTA FE, N.M.; GIFT OF THE GEORGIA O’KEEFFE FOUNDATION, 2003.01.006. © GEORGIA O’KEEFFE MUSEUM

Inspirations and findings
DESIGN INFLUENCERS
• Roman and Williams – decorators to watch
• Israeli designer Dan Yeffet; project Aston{e}ishing
Black, exhibits potential of Japanese volcanic rock
• Mathieu Lahanneur, Petite Loire project, shows
green marble sculpted with 3D software and
polished
• Azuma Makoto, Japanese botanical artist, coats
ancient mushroom-covered trees with precious
metals, creating hybrid, semi-living sculptures
• Rough industrial architecture, aboriginal
design
• Rio Muchacho eco-farm in Ecuador, bowls made
from raw earth, cutlery from raw fruit peelings
RIO MUCHACHO ECO-FARM. IMAGE COURTESY NICOLA MEARS

Inspirations and findings
DESIGN INFLUENCERS
• Evoke, range of food containers shaped
like shells by artist Sarah-Linder Forrer
• Interior designer Paolo Navone’s Milan
penthouse
• Campana Brothers, home made of palm
tree fibers, Sao Paulo, Brazil
• Designer Monica Patel-Cohn, caftans for
Two New York
• Raw textures, creative spaces in old
buildings, churches
• Hygge (Danish)/Livskunst (Norwegian):
art of the simple, good life. Influences
the return of bigger, shared tables at
restaurants.

Onion House
CASE STUDY — ARCHITECTURE
“Luxury appears exotic, almost mystical, favoring
spectacular aesthetics and experiences”
The Onion House in Kona, Hawaii, is a prime
example of renowned architect Kendrick
Kellogg’s visionary style. Inspired by Frank
Lloyd Wright, Kellogg was one of the early
innovators of organic architecture, which can
be seen throughout the vacation home’s striking
aesthetic. Although the home is clearly a work
of artful design, Kellogg’s original plans were so
eccentric that local contractors refused to build
it, forcing the architect to construct the “multilayered” home himself using locally sourced
materials. The home is set on a massive base of
lava rock, which was carefully carved to create
the large terrace that overlooks the ocean.
IMAGES COURTESY OF ONION HOUSE

Maximalism trend
CASE STUDY
The recent trend of eclectic
“maximalism” during the last few years
has provided us insight into and proof
of consumers’ interest in a more robust
design aesthetic.
This idea of “more is more” (and as a
reaction to minimalism) maximalism is a
key trend to watch. With the recession
slowly receding, design professionals
can break free from the restraints of
years of a limited design aesthetic and
pursue more complicated and layered
designs.

Julien Colombier
CASE STUDY — ART
“Travel is more spiritual, multi-sensory”
The work of French painter Julien Colombier
incorporates various graphic techniques – including
chalk, paper, canvas and paint – to produce
shadowy, repetitive compositions that interweave
flowers, plants and trees. Influenced by his
background in skateboarding culture, Colombier
often integrates his designs onto walls, ramps
and urban spaces and, therefore, has exhibited
many installations throughout the world. His work
is dreamlike, magical and disturbing at the same
time. It is full of jungles and colorful tropical forests
that play with the limits of figuration and decoration.
The artist repeats his geometric and plant patterns
in an obsessional way, creating a hypnotic organic
environment for the viewer.
IMAGES COURTESY OF TATE HARMER

Materials, textures, moods
• Refined and rustic design
aesthetic
• Upscale, artisan. Craftsmanship
is key
• Motifs include saw-tooth
tribal diamonds. Less ethnic
and primitive, more classic
with herringbone, lattice, grid
patterns. Update on geometrics
– diamonds, hexagons, stars,
arrows, cubes; contrast finish
and textures; positive/negative
color placement; wireframe lines
• Pointillism motifs – inspired by
animal skins, geometric shapes,
confetti, positive/negative effects

Materials, textures, moods
• Highly textural – rough
weaves and experimental
embroidery. Plush, artistic,
overdyed, rugs as wall
tapestries. Weaves with texture
or color contrast – jacquards,
cut velvet, chenille, prints
• Materials – smooth leather;
macramé; faux fur; hair on hide;
suede, fringe; blankets, throws,
upholstery; merino wool,
alpaca; cashmere. Faux solids,
tweeds, tight weave plaids, 3D
diamonds, boxes, triangles

Materials, textures, moods
• Warm wood variations – evoke exotic
locations with red or mahogany, matte or
waxed. Walnut, cerused oak. Dark woods
or patched variations
• Wicker is updated – combination of
neutral with bright accents, braided,
embroidered
• Sheet metal – matte metallic or laser-cut
• Glass and mirror – mirrored furniture/
antiqued, etched with cubist figures.
Abstract glass with canyon wall effects
• Childlike animal and plant imagery,
primitive, folkloric
• The details – feathers, fringe, sequins,
densely beaded motifs; bone, braid, semiprecious stones; dark gunmetal; thin silver
sheeting; visible wood grains

Materials, textures, moods
• From deep under the Earth’s
surface – dense, colorful, dark
tones; burnt-earth red, black sand,
nighttime sky, shady, murky
• Materials – sophisticated
coarseness, wovens, leathers,
crepe, rough beading; obsidian,
agate, precious metals; graphic
accents

Materials, textures, moods
• Refined eco-sustainability influences
infusing layers of lava black, earthy brown,
dark reds, blues, greens, purples
• Surfaces that hide elaborate processes
to obtain clean and refined organic and
primitive effects
• Decorative detailing – gilding; metals
shaped like branches covered in gold,
silver; mother-of-pearl; embroidery, shell,
fringe, feathers, button, piping, feathers,
floral, leaf, faux-bois, faux stone
• Glass in organic shapes
• Materials – cut velvet and jacquard,
leather is smooth or embossed, snake-skin
or shagreen textures. Marble, agate, exotic
woodgrains

Materials, textures, moods
• Jungle inspirations through color and
design
• Materials transformed when pushed to
the limits: crackled, bubbled, crystallized
– becoming rough, supernatural
ornamentation
• Fantasy versions of exotic fruits, reptile
skins, shells, scales
• Saturated materials with blurred textures in
dense, deep colors. Textiles with cloudy
surfaces, shaded or faded, exotic nature
• Ethnic details salvaged and precious
blended ingredients with talisman and
Shamanism inspiration

Lazy Lizard DE5523

Color Personalities

Where Buffalo Roam DET480

Cavernous DE6364

• Deep, dense range of lush,
extravagant colors found in
nature such as reds, emerald
greens, amber, lava black,
mystic purple
• Under-the-earth coloring
infusions of lava black, earthy
brown, dark reds, blues,
greens, purples

Pasadena Rose DET429

Putnam Plum DEA100

Folklore DET413

Preserve DEA193

Canyon Dusk DE6094

Rare Turquoise DEA133

Cobalt DEA140

Deep Pine DEA180

Ecological DE5719

Lazy Lizard DE5523

Adventures Color Palette

Where Buffalo Roam DET480

Cavernous DE6364

• Remnants of a nighttime sky in
shady, murky hues
• Warm, rich, cozy color range
of curry, rust, deep brown,
mallard, coral and blue. Multicolored harmonies on natural
materials

Pasadena Rose DET429

Putnam Plum DEA100

Folklore DET413

Preserve DEA193

Canyon Dusk DE6094

Rare Turquoise DEA133

Cobalt DEA140

Deep Pine DEA180

Ecological DE5719

ADVENTURES — PALETTE APPLICATIONS
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CHILDHOOD JOYS

CHILDHOOD JOYS
Celebrate the simple joys in life! Creating
a fairytale for one’s life adds joy and pure
love of life. A traditional story of comfort
and routine that allows the child to be
free to dream of other worlds with
rainbows and laughter; fun and games;
and new adventures through picture
books, fairy tales, science fiction and
fantasy, moral tales and children’s poetry.

CHILDHOOD JOYS
• Inspired by the simplicity of Scandinavian design
but more sophisticated. A fun, cute, smart daily
lifestyle where design serves the user without
losing its soft or amusing side. Smart, simple with
charm, focused on making everyday life better
and easier. New ways to get together, work, move
around and live with colleagues, family and friends.
Smart, chic and cool – the Bauhaus spirit with a
refreshed take on Mid-century modernist style.

CHILDHOOD JOYS
“Try to be a rainbow in
someone’s cloud.” 					
													— Maya Angelou

“I knew when I met you,
an adventure was going to
happen.” 										
													— Winnie the Pooh

CHILDHOOD JOYS
“Those who don’t believe in
magic will never find it” 			
													— Roald Dahl

“Come with me, where
dreams are born and time
is never planned.” 					
													— Peter Pan

Inspirations and findings
FOR THE KIDS
• EATPOPS: healthy frozen juice pops
• Lego House by Hao Design Studio – sofa in the
shape of a pool
• Lacoste children’s collection winter 2016
• “Une Hirondelle” pop-up book by Anouk Boisrobert
and Louis Rigaud
• The Assemble Collective – received Turner prize
with the Brutalist Playground, exploring idea that
children be allowed to play and take risks to improve
development
• University projects – packaging concepts for visual
communications

BRUTALIST PLAYGROUND. IMAGES COURTESY OF ASSEMBLE

Inspirations and findings
DON’T FORGET ABOUT ME
• Gilmore Girls Revival – cult following of favorite TV
show
• Draper James: lifestyle website by actress Reese
Witherspoon, based on southern hospitality, fashion
and history
• New “Dunkin Donuts” packaging by Hanna Skold &
Sara Knipstrom
• “Breakfast” line of flavored milks in ceramic packs by
Kali Day; multiple lines of flavored milks
• Super easy food – “Simplissime,” by JeanFrancois Mallet, best-selling book in France for
months, simplifies recipes as much as possible.
Other cookbooks – “Eat! The Quick-Look
Cookbook”; “The Kitchen Shelf”

Inspirations and findings
DESIGN INFLUENCERS
• Maison Objet Paris – My Little Day’s
Booth – garland and lanterns décor
• Uniprix Pharmacy in Montreal by Jean de
Lessard Studio; soft color and feng shui
• Rooftop terrace in Boston
• The POD-IDLADLA, modular, pre-fab
nano-home by Clara da Cruz Almeida
and Dokter
• Misses Madewell – revisit casual,
classic clothing lines
• Modular furniture. Sofa by Hannabi

BLUE SWAN LIGHT. IMAGE COURTESY LAPIN & ME
MISSES MADEWELL. IMAGE COURTESY MADEWELL
UNIPRIX PHARMACY. IMAGE COURTESY OF JEAN DE LESSARD DESIGNERS CRÉATIFS; PHOTOGRAPHY © ADRIEN WILLIAMS

Inspirations and findings
DESIGN INFLUENCERS
• MAMO – Le Corbusier architecture.
Felice Varini work and graphic overlay
• IKEA collaborations – Hay, Tom Dixon
• Cos – fashion design
• Happy Place – juice bar in Melbourne,
designer Fiona Lynch
• Emotional art – The Zakka exhibit at
21_21 Design Sight in Tokyo highlights
emotional dimension of objects. “Zakka”
untranslatable Japanese concept that
celebrates miscellaneous objects, useful
or not, that people develop special
relationships with over course of lives –
collections trends
HAPPY PLACE. IMAGE COURTESY MEGAN LUSCOMBE

Inspirations and findings
ART EXHIBITIONS
Focus on graphic and social
experiments of the early 20th century
• J. Paul Getty Museum: “Concrete Poetry:
Words and Sounds in Graphic Space”
• “L-esprit du Bauhaus.” Arts Decoratifs
Museum, Paris
• “Lygia Pape: A Multitude of Forms,” The
Met Breuer, New York
BOOKS
• “Mid-century Modern Architecture Travel
Guide”
• “Taste the Info Graphic Book of Food”
J.PAUL GETTY MUSEUM: “CONCRETE POETRY: WORDS AND SOUNDS IN GRAPHIC SPACE” OPEN (ABRE) 1969 AUGUSTO DE CAMPOS (BRAZILIAN, B. 1931) JULIO PLAZA (SPANISH, 1938–2003) FROM POEMOBILES
(SÃO PAULO: ED. DE AUTOR, 1974) GETTY RESEARCH INSTITUTE, LOS ANGELES (92-B21581) COURTESY AUGUSTO DE CAMPOS / COURTESY ANABELA PLAZA

Inspirations and findings
ARTISTIC INSPIRATIONS
• Anthropologie highlights Polish ceramicist Marta
Turowska, who takes her inspiration from children’s
book characters and geometric forms found in nature.
She creates her pieces at her Warsaw-based ceramic
shop, Clay Opera, lending them a sweet wink of
personality
• Artist Kendra Haste was commissioned to create
sculptures of the wild animals that once lived in the
Royal Menagerie. Installation housed at the Tower of
London
• French photographer Laurent Chéhère’s photo series
“Floating Houses” created of composites of photos
• Everyday art – Ida Frosk – pioneer of food art, fan
of cute minimalism; Domenic Bahmann uses daily
objects to compose humorous images
LION SCULPTURE BY ARTIST KENDRA HASTE. IMAGE COURTESY MATTHEW HOLLOW
CERAMIC BY POLISH CERAMICIST MARTA TUROWSKA. IMAGE COURTESY ANTHROPOLOGIE
“FLOATING HOUSES” IMAGE COURTESY FRENCH PHOTOGRAPHER LAURENT CHÉHÈRE

Renovated barn
CASE STUDY
Studio Farris Architects has integrated an office
into a staircase made from stacked timber
beams, installing it inside a renovated barn in
West Flanders, Belgium.
The beams resemble a giant version of the
wooden game Jenga and incorporate a
staircase, mezzanine office, meeting space and
bookshelves – tapping into the growing trend
for multi-functional staircases. A platform on
top of the stacked structure hosts an office with
two workspaces, while cupboards and shelves
are integrated into the overhangs of various
steps. Beneath the office mezzanine, there is a
separate meeting area.

IMAGES COURTESY OF STUDIO FARRIS ARCHITECTS; PHOTOGRAPHY @ KOEN VAN DAMME

Butterfly Milkbar 36
CASE STUDY
Butterfly Milkbar 36, designed by
Thaipanstudio, is a renovated 30-yearold residence that has a simplistic but
charming aesthetic. The architect used
few materials on the interior, with stark
white tiles on the walls reminiscent of the
restaurant’s main ingredient – milk.
Wood shelving is the other major
element within the space, with the
contrast of wood on white as a costeffective and stylish aesthetic. Bar
seating is placed throughout, allowing
smooth circulation space and varied
zones of seating areas.

IMAGES COURTESY OF THAIPANSTUDIO; PHOTOGRAPHY @ T+P

Fucina restaurant
CASE STUDY
Hump-like protrusions extend down from
the brick ceiling of London’s Fucina
restaurant, referencing the domed
interior of pizza ovens.
Designed by Andy Martin Architects,
the space is a “visual interpretation of
contemporary Italian taste.” The facade
of the building is fitted with colored glass,
while the interior boasts raw materials
such as brick, marble, timber and
burnt steel. The curved and distorted
pizza oven ceiling creates a bold and
undulating focal point for diners, as well
as the restaurant’s brand.

IMAGES COURTESY OF ANDY MARTIN ARCHITECTS; PHOTOGRAPHY @ NICK ROCHOWSKI

Kitty Burns Restaurant
CASE STUDY
Kitty Burns Restaurant, designed by Biasol:
Design Studio, combines both tranquility and
quirkiness in the dining experience. The architect
wanted to establish the space as a “home away
from home”; therefore, a pitched timber roof
design was introduced and incorporated into all
elements of the project.
Playing with both scale and displacement of
the roofs formed a 3D effect to create intimacy
throughout the various high-ceiling dining
spaces, while still allowing stunning natural light
and openness. The design introduced a strong
element of greenery inside to embrace the
surroundings, making the dining spaces feel one
with the environment.
IMAGES COURTESY OF BIASOL: DESIGN STUDIO; PHOTOGRAPHY © ARI HATZIS

Sol de Rojales
CASE STUDY
This sales and management office for
Sol de Rojales housing development
by architecture firm Esculpir el Aire
incorporates pattern, as well as color, into
the design.
This small building features a folded
rectangular black frame containing colorful
uninterrupted vertical fins, covering the
large front opening in the envelope. This
detail not only creates a dynamic rhythmic
wall but allows for animated shadows
within the interior. The white building is
lifted off the ground slightly, giving rise to
a gently sloping access ramp that runs
along the vertical fins.
IMAGES COURTESY OF ESCULPIR EL AIRE; PHOTOGRAPHY © JOSÉ ANGEL RUIZ CÁCERES

Uniprix Pharmacy
CASE STUDY
“Simplicity of Scandinavian design but more emotional,
childlike.”
Created by the firm Jean Lessard, the Uniprix
pharmacy located in Quartier DIX30, on the outskirts
of Montreal, stands out from the usual design of this
type of superstore because it challenges traditional
pharmacy design.
The space reflects the human side of the profession,
becoming an empathetic place, simple and collective,
unpretentious, allowing the pharmacists to be
more accessible and be seen by their patients.
Pastel colors are applied throughout, and the round
elements of the interior promotes harmony though
feng shui principles, such as organizing the space to
promote a smooth circulation of the energy flow (Ch’i).
IMAGES COURTESY OF JEAN DE LESSARD DESIGNERS CRÉATIFS; PHOTOGRAPHY © ADRIEN WILLIAMS

Brutalist Playground
CASE STUDY
“Design includes fun shapes like balloon shapes,
marshmallow shapes, plush, sweet styling.”
Assemble’s Brutalist Playground is a climbable
landscape of ice-cream-colored shapes. It features
full-size foam replicas of playground designs from
architecture’s Brutalist era, and was located within
the Royal Institute of British Architects headquarters
on Portland Place in central London. Visitors
could climb on the pastel pink, blue and green
objects, which form stairs, slopes, platforms and
a slide, as well as a large disc with a yellow metal
balustrade that is elevated at one end. The original
playgrounds were largely demolished, but Terrill
found archive images in the RIBA’s library that
inspired the exhibition.
IMAGES COURTESY OF ASSEMBLE

Materials, textures, moods
• Friendly spaces filled with dazzling,
cheery, dense, clean, graphic, sporty
color and design
• Graphic color and contrasting textures.
A touch of bright and graphic to the
basics
• Urban graphic patterns based on city
architecture
• Materials – giant, playful graphics,
lightweight felt. Paper is key; cotton,
prints, twills, washed denim, chambray,
wool blends. Classic and childlike
plump, plush heathered bouclette
fabrics; 3D spacers; terry or quilted
knits; low-key geometric shapes,
curves and waves. Twisted yarns, twotone, mock solids, woolen looks

Materials, textures, moods
• Motifs and materials – metallic
netting and micro-perforations inspired
by sports and camping. Pixilated motifs,
plays on new versions of pointillism.
• Tubular metal or flat ribbons sketch light
shapes in space, suspended in graceful
balance, weightless.
• Origami shapes of paper, textile,
ceramic, metal
• Balloon plump shapes, rubbery surfaces
create comfy and welcoming effects.
Mellow satiny or coated matte materials,
mousses, coatings, textiles, textures in
softened colors that breathe a sense of
well-being

Materials, textures, moods
• Playtime-inspired by creative
foodie blogs, invent imaginary
world of humor, use modest
ingredients and daily objects,
combine into trompe l’oeil motifs
• Figurative animal shapes –

functional or decorative
• Subtle, satin finishes

Materials, textures, moods
• Millennials love of table games
and slow-living lifestyle; board
games, card games, framed
game boards; cube-shaped
planters; black and white; black
and red
• Surface designs – playing
cards, royalty, suit-like icons;
jigsaw puzzle pieces as accent
pieces and serving pieces.
Painted woods like vintage
game boards
• Forged iron, brushed metal,
clear or tinted glass; black,
brown, white, red marble in
game-board layouts

Color Personalities
• Chic, sophisticated basics
and classics of navy,
burgundy, gray, beige with
near-primaries – blue, green,
orange
• Scandinavian design
influences, whether hightech or natural
• Satin or matte

Pacific Blues DET586

Childhood Joys Color Palette

Royal Palm DE5726

Dusty Cedar DE5115

• Fun, fresh, pleasant range
of colors to brighten day
• Inspired by childlike
atmospheres
• Near primaries as
alternatives to typified,
traditional primaries of
Bauhaus design
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Aged Whisky DET686
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MEMPHIS MILANO DESIGN COLLECTION. IMAGE COURTESY WIKIPEDIA CREATIVE COMMONS
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2018
Color FutureCast

Rosewine DE5019

Posy Petal DE5067

Cultured Rose DE5123

Rose Meadow DE6025
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Pink Punch DE5048

Apple Valley DE5088

Pasadena Rose DET429

REDS AND PINKS
• Reds show in a range of yellow and orange undertones, as well as browned reds and brick for
substance and depth.
• Pinks are everywhere – from blush, to berry, to browned beet. Intense pinks play up rebellious attitudes,
while bubble gum, sorbet and grayed pinks play up romantic influences. Used in tonality from powder
pink to hot pink, pinks add a surreal, street graphic effect, modernizing the use of the hue.
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ORANGES
• Oranges pop through chili and rust. Overall, less influence of orange in
2018, with most of attention going to warm browns and neutrals.
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YELLOWS
• Golds are highlighted with red undertones, while green-tinged
yellows highlight the eco-spirit with spring plantings. Brilliant,
flashy yellow highlights sporty, summery and festive palettes.
Softer, grayed yellows energize pastels.
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GREENS
• A key color trend. Greens appear in jade, olive foliage and sage
tones through summer then move toward teal, chlorophyll and bluishgreens through winter. Deep, rich greens add an air of refinement
and upscale craftsmanship.
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BLUES
• Blues continue to play a key role and are deep and dense, showing
in opulent, bright and aquatic ranges, along with near-black night sky
shades. Sporty blues are bright and cheery.
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PURPLES/VIOLETS
• Purples turn up in lavender shades, as well as magenta-based
violets. Violets are inspired by a fusion of nature and technology,
creating supernatural, mysterious effects.
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BROWNS/WARM NEUTRALS
• Rich, lush and grounded, brown adds layers of depth through varied
undertones – from clove and coffee, to caramel, chestnut and camel.
References to retro-’90s influences with emphasis on texture play in
combination with browns and grays.
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GRAYS/COOL NEUTRALS
• Grays nearly disappeared at the end of 2017 but re-appear in a
variety of classic and soft tones, highlighting architecture, landscape
and weather patterns.
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